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Bad news for Sony as General Court con�rms that VITA mark was
not put to genuine use

European Union - Simion & Baciu

The court con�rmed that Sony’s VITA mark had not been put to genuine use in connection with the goods in Class 9 for which it was
registered
“Gaming consoles” as such are not aimed at creating a market share for “data carriers containing programs” or “audio/image carriers”
Indication of compatibility with a particular device did not correspond to use of the mark in accordance with its essential function

 

In Sony Interactive Entertainment Europe v European Union Intellectual Property O�ce (EUIPO) (Case T-561/20, 1 September 2021), the General
Court (Third Chamber) has con�rmed that the evidence submitted by Sony Interactive Entertainment Europe Ltd (SIE) was not su�cient to attest
to the genuine use of the word mark VITA for the protected goods in Class 9 - in particular, “data carriers containing programs, computer
software; audio and/or image carriers (not of paper)”.

Background

The case started almost 10 years ago, in October 2011, when Vieta Audio SA �led an application for the revocation of SIE’s recently acquired EU
trademark rights over the word mark VITA (No 09993361). The application and the evidence �led by SIE to show the trademark’s genuine use
were subject to three distinct assessments by the Board of Appeal of the EUIPO.

In order to prove genuine use, SIE relied on a written statement issued by one of its directors, to which the following items were annexed:

various press articles;
advertising brochures;
press releases; and
screenshots of various websites relating to, or announcing, the new handheld gaming console ‘PlayStation Vista’.

SIE also submitted arguments regarding the trademark’s use in the form of AQUA VITA in connection with an interactive video game consisting of
a virtual aquarium, claiming to have been sold on the EU market via online shops from October 2007. 

The Board of Appeal concluded, however, that the various items of evidence put forward by SIE were insu�cient to prove that the contested mark
had been put to genuine use in the European Union during the relevant period - 14 October 2006 to 13 October 2013 - and in connection to the
relevant goods.

Appeal to the General Court

SIE appealed to the General Court, raising a single plea in law. In support of its plea, SIE alleged that the Board of Appeal had:

misinterpreted the expressions “data carriers containing programs” and “audio and/or image carriers (not of paper)”;
performed an incorrect assessment of the evidence regarding the time and place of use of the contested mark;
did not take into account the evidence submitted regarding the use of PSVITA (short form ‘PlayStation Vita’) for “computer software”;
and
erred in �nding that the evidence of genuine use of the contested mark under the name ‘Aqua Vita’ in connection with “computer
software” was insu�cient.

General Court decision

The General Court dismissed the single plea raised by SIE in its appeal. The court, having analysed and responded to each of the claims raised by
SIE, con�rmed that such arguments did not invalidate the �ndings of the Board of Appeal.  

With regard to SIE’s arguments relating to the de�nition of “data carriers containing programs” and “audio and/or image carriers (not of paper)”,
the court’s decision offers insight into the interpretation of the concept of genuine use in connection to this type of goods, and whether or not the
trademark’s use for gaming consoles would constitute use for such goods.
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SIE argued that the evidence submitted - pertaining to marketing and promotional materials relating to the PlayStation Vista or PSVista gaming
consoles - was su�cient to attest to the use of VISTA in connection to the goods mentioned above (ie, data carriers). However, the court, in line
with the interpretation of the Board of Appeal, noted that “gaming consoles” as such are not products aimed at creating a market share for “data
carriers containing programs” or “audio/image carriers”. Further, while gaming consoles (whether hand-held or not) have a built-in device and a
data storage capacity that is listed within their technical speci�cations, this merely serves a functionality purpose as a product’s secondary
component, which will be perceived as such by the public.

Further, with regard to SIE’s arguments pertaining to the assessment of the evidence of use regarding games bearing the name PSVista for
“computer software” (justi�ed, according to SIE, by the fact that a game destined for a gaming console normally bears an indication of
compatibility with a particular device), the court agreed with the Board of Appeal that the evidence provided did not con�rm such use, since the
indication of the format a�xed on the game case (ie, the format of PlayStation Vista or PSVista) could not be construed as genuine use in
connection to gaming computer software. It also noted that each of the games advertised in the materials provided were identi�ed and promoted
under a different name.

Lastly, SIE argued that the use of the contested mark for a gaming console con�rmed its use for “audio and/or image carriers (not of paper)”,
claiming that a gaming console on which audiovisual media can be stored and played falls within this category of products. Once again, the court
noted that the evidence provided related to the ‘multimedia’ functionality of the goods, perceived by the public as improving the gaming
experience, along with the ‘music’, ‘video’ and ‘photo’ functionalities also described in the promotional materials dedicated to the console. 
However, according to the court’s decision, even if the goods at issue do offer, among their functionalities and as secondary components, the
function of “data carriers containing programs” or “audio and/or image carriers”, this aspect alone and the evidence of use provided could not be
understood as establishing use of the contested mark for the mentioned products, when use actually occurs for a different product - a gaming
console - advertised on, and pertaining to, a separate market segment.
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